H-Net reviews posted to the H-Net Commons 07 Mar 2022 - 14 Mar 2022

Discussion published by H-Net Reviews on Tuesday, March 15, 2022

Type:
Home Office Notices (Jobs, Reviews)

The following reviews were posted to the H-Net Commons between 07 Mar 2022 and 14 Mar 2022.

Reviewed for H-Judaic by Amber N. Nickell

McGeever, Brendan. _Antisemitism and the Russian Revolution_.

Reviewed for H-Nationalism by Anne Brinton


Reviewed for H-Asia by Charlotte Gorant


Reviewed for H-Early-America by Kenneth Aslakson


Reviewed for H-War by Darrell Reader

Reviewed for H-Socialisms by Duncan MacLean Eaton

Reviewed for H-War by Richard Byers

Reviewed for H-Diplo by Nikola Mirilovic

Reviewed for H-Environment by Leo C.L. Chu

Reviewed for H-Judaic by Ido Ben Harush

Reviewed for H-Environment by Ross Coen
Dunaway, Finis. _Defending the Arctic Refuge: A Photographer, an

Reviewed for H-Environment by Devin Short


Reviewed for H-Environment by Devin Short


Reviewed for H-War by William Butterfield


Reviewed for H-Emotions by Erin Barr
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